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Ephesians 6:10-24
Where the Fight Belongs

Why do I need to hear this passage of Scripture?

What’s the big idea of this passage?

What are the main takeaways walking through this passage?

What must I do with what I’ve heard?  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LIVING OUT THE WORD
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Ephesians 6:10-24
Where the Fight Belongs

CULTURE: When we read commands, we frequently take them as addressing us 
singularly, personally. But every command to stand firm and dress for battle here is 
plural, commanding us together to prepare for battle! What difference does it make if 
you are preparing alone versus together with others for spiritual warfare? (10-17)

AIM: Who are we fighting against? In this letter that has magnified the uniting work of 
God, should we now be taking up arms against each other? No, “we do not wrestle 
against flesh and blood, but … against the spiritual forces of evil in the heavenly places” 
(12). How can we focus—or refocus—our fight in the right direction?

CULTIVATE: The armor of God protects us, both because of the virtues they are (truth, 
righteousness, faith …), and because we attach them to ourselves (living with integrity, 
uprightly, trusting God …) (14-17). There’s also intensity to the prayer Paul calls them to 
(18)! How will you get dressed in your armor daily this week? How will you pray?

COMMUNICATE: Paul asks the Ephesians to pray for him, and for all Christians, to 
communicate the gospel well (19-20). Ask God today to give us words when we open 
our mouths to share the good news! Ask Him to make us bold to proclaim this mystery! 
Pray that God will show us opportunities even in unlikely situations, like in Paul’s chains!

CARE: Paul personally loves the Ephesians. He sends a friend, Tychicus, not only so 
that the Ephesians can keep up on Paul’s news, but that he may encourage their hearts 
(21-22). May our fight against the devil and evil spiritual powers bring us together, in 
prayer and in care for one another! Whose hearts will you encourage today?

CELEBRATE: To end his letter, Paul speaks words of peace, love with faith, and grace 
to his brothers and sisters in faith and to all who love the Lord Jesus Christ (23-24). May 
our hearts be full of these blessings for our family in Christ, here at Carney Free and 
beyond! Will you offer these blessings to the Christians you speak to today?
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